
Chapter 9 

IMPORTANCE 

SAMPLING IN MCNP 

Importance sampling means to sample (or at le& attempt to sample) in such 
a fashion that the number of particles sampled is an region is proportional to 
ita importance ta the tally of interest. Tbis is a biasing process that must be 
compensated for in the scoring procesa and should result in a variance reduction, 
witbin a reasonable execution time. Biasing can occur at the source, during the 
random walk and at scoring. Source bia&g was diicussed in Section 6.7, while 
biasing during scoring is dealt with ina&section 10.2.3. Variance reduction can 
also be achieved by the cut-off parameters, d&wed in Chapter 8. We diiu.ws 
here importance sampling during the random walk process. 

9.1 Splitting and Russian Roulette 

MCNP allows splitting and Russian roulette in geometry and energy or both. 
The ESPLT card allows for splitting and Russian roulette in energy, and the 
IMP card allows or the same in geometry. For energy however, the use of 
enera-dependent weigbbcut off, through the CUT card, is generally preferred. 
Splitting is applied in regions or energies that are expected to significantly con- 
tribuk to the quantity of interest but is unlikely ta reach there; the opposite is 
true for Russian roulette. In splitting, the incoming particle is split into two or 
more particles, wigned new weights totaling the original weight. 

Geometry splitting is applied when a particle pawed from a cell of lower 
importance to a cell of higher importance, a asigned by the IMP card, while 
Rua&.o rouletk applies if the parti& passea ta a cell of lower importance. 
When splitting occurs, one of the created particles in followed, while the other 
is stored in a bank for latter tracking. Geometry splitting with Russian roulette 
is very reliable. It is important however to keep the ratio of adjacent importance 
small (4 or leas) to avoid unnecessary creating too many particles. Note that 
MCNP never splita in a void, there is no need to. 
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l&&n roulette takes a particle of weight Wo and turns it into a parti- 
cle of weight WI > Wo with probability Wo/Wl and kills it with probability 
(1 - Wo/Wl). In general, Russian roulette increasea the hiitwy variance but 
decreases the time per history, while splitting achieves the oppceite effect. 

Eneru splitting and Russian roulette through the ESPLT card are indepen- 
dent of spatial cell. They are typically used together, but the *bser can specify 
one only of desired. 

Spaceenergy-dependent splitting and Russian roulette is allowed through 
Weight Windows (WWE, WWN, WWP, WWG, WWGE and Cards). Here a 
weight-window is defined in space and enero by a lower and an upper weight. 
Splitting occurs if the particle’s weight exceed the upper value, while Russian 
roulette is performed if the particle weight is lower than the lower value. Note 
that weight windows can be applied at surface, colliiion site or both, while 
energy splitting is only applied at the surface between cell. An automatic 
weight window generator exists in MCNP (WWG and WWGE cards). Thii 
is done, with little book keeping, by calculating the ratio of the total score of 
particles in a cell or within an energy range to the total number of particles. 
The generator uses however statistical e&m&z that are subject to error and 
should be used with caution. 

9.2 Exponential Transformation 

The exponential transformation is simply a path-length &et&r/shrinker, by 
artificially reducing the macroscopic cress section in the prefaced direction and 
increaing it in the opposite direction. The fictitious crux~section, E* related 
to the actual crass section, E = E* = E*(l - pp), where c is the w&e of 
the angle between the preferred direction and the particle’s direction and p is 
biaing parameter, Ipi -c 1, and is a constant or equal to Z./E*. The preferred 
direction ia specified by a VECT card, while p is spe.ci&d through the EXT 
weight. The particle weight is accordingly adjuskd. 

Exponential transformation &xks best on highly absorbing media and very 
poorly on highly scattering media. It should be used in conjunction with a 
weight window to stratify the particle weight and provide betkr statistics. A 
value of p = 0.7 is recommended for neutron penetration in concrete or earth, 
while p = 0.9 is recommended for photons in high-2 material. Nok that for 
p = E& and /I + 1, I? = E, and the particle path ia ampled from the 
distance to scatter, rather than the diitance to collision, or the mean-fre+path 
(l/Et) .Thii is useful in a highly absorbiig media and the weight is adjusted 
by a factor of exp(Ed), where d is the. diitance of travel. Thii in equivalent to 
implicit capture (non-analog capture) performed along the ilight path. 



9.3. DETERMINISTIC TRANSPORT (DXTRAN) 

9.3 Deterministic ‘lkansport (DiTR.AN) 
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DXTRAN is used when a small region is being adequately sampled because 
particlea have a very small chance of reaching that region. Then the user ca 
specify a DXTRAN sphere that enclosea the small region. Upon colliiion outside 
the sphere, DXTRAN creates a special DXTRAN particle and deterministically 
scatters it toward the DXTMN sphere and deterministically transporta it with- 
out collision to the surface of the sphere. The original random walk is continued 
as usual with & original weight, but it is killed if it enters the sphere. This 
killing pmcesa, on average, compensates for the creation of the pseud*particle 
for DXTRAN. The latter particle is given a weigbt adjusted for ita probability 
of creation and transport to the sphere and then stored in a bank for tracking 
randomly, as a real particle. However, inside the DXTHAN sphere, the particles 
are not subject to normal cut&s. The DXTRAN card (DXT) allows however 
the setting of its own weight cutoff. The DXC card assigns pmbability of cell 
contribution to the DXTHAN (similar k~ the PD card for detectors). Similarly, 
low weight particle can be killed by Russian roulette using the DD card for a 

DXTHAN sphere. 

9.4 Forced Collisions 

Forced colliiions, the FCL card,.is useful to generate more cc&ions that may 
be needed for DXTRAN or the next-event estimator of p&t and r.mg detectors. 
Particles are split into collided and uncnllided parts. The collided part is forced 
to collide within the current cell and the uncollided part exists the cell without 
colliiion and is stored in a bank, until later when its track is continued to the 
cell boundary. The uncollided particle is given a weight equal to the original 
particle’s weight times the probability of exiting the cell without colliiion, the 
colliding particle is given the remaining value of the original weight. The collided 
part may be sampled only a fraction of the time. The c&l&on diitance for the 
collided particle is sampled such that the particle dcea not leave the cell. With 
the FCL card, the user can specify that forced collision be applied only to the 
particles entering the cell, and not to nuhsequent colliiione. This option can 
eliminate the production of too many particle with mnall weight. 

9.5 Bremsstrahling Biasing 

Bremsstrahling produces may now-energy photons, but the higher energy pho- 
tons are often of more interest. The BmMS card allows the generation of more 
high-eneru photon tracks by biasing each sampling of Brems.vtrahling toward 
a larger fraction of available electron energy. 
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9.6 Correlated Sampling 

Correlated sampling estimatea the change in a quantity due to a small perturba- 
tion of any type in the problem. MCNP correlatea two runa by each new hiitory 
in the unperturbed and perturbed problem by the same initial pseudc-random 
number. The same sequence of subsequent numbers is used u@il a perturba- 
tion causes the sequewa to diverge. Thii sequencing is done by incrementing 
the random number generator at the beginning of each hiitory by a stride S of 
random numbers from the beginning of the previous history. The default value 
of S is 151917. If a history requires more than S random numbers, a message 
is printed in the problem swnmary; the maximum number of random numbers 
requited for a history is always printed in the problem .swnmary. The default 
value of S can be changed by the XI3 parameter in the BCN card. 

The user must compare manually the resulta provided by the two runs. The 
code does not provide an estimates of the error in the difference, but a pest 
processor can be used to relate the error, using the relationship: 

where C refer to the number b&o&s and n is the standard deviation (mean 
L fsd), and the subscript refers to the two runs; usually Cl = C> in correlated 
sampling. 

9.7 Work Problems 

Explain each parameter in the following MCNP cardsz 

1. IMPa 12 2m 0 120R 

2. EXTz N 0 0.7V2 S -SV2 -.6V9 0.5V9 SZ -.4X VECT V9 0 0 0 V2 1 1 1 

3. WWNl:P 0.2 0.7 0.9 

4. BREM 1. 1. 461 10. 888 999 
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